
 
 

The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this/these station(s) for the quarter specified.  
This listing is by no means complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear, intended to imply any degree of priority or 
significance of the issues. 
 

QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATIONS KUAT   1st  2nd  X 3rd   4th Quarter of  2018 

 

 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION PROGRAM SEGMENT DATE/TIME DURATION DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT 

1.  Arizona Illustrated  When Medicine and 
Music Meet 

7/1/2018 
@ 6:30pm 

00:07:44 A group of Med students defray the stress of 
clinic by getting together to sing. They call 
themselves Docapella! As a group they 
perform at the Children’s Hospital, bringing 
joy and lifting the everyone’s spirits as they 
sing their way down the hospital hallways. 
For children caught in a world of medical 
procedures, it is a brief respite. Produced by 
Dan Kruse. 

2.  Arizona Illustrated Danzacultura 7/7/2018 
@ 6:30pm 

00:09:53 Carmen, a Folklorico dressmaker, grew up at 
her mother’s knee learning her heritage. 
While still a child, her father moved the 
family to America. Whenever she heard 
music she felt compelled to dance. Taking 
Folklorico and architecture at Pima 
Community college for 8 years she then 
began to sew costumes and teach dance. 
She chooses the fabric knowing it must 
balance the costume structure with texture, 
depth, color, and convey emotions. During 
the civil rights era, Folklorico became a 
symbol of the struggle for equality. Today 
she keeps the art and the community alive. 
Produced by Sandra Westdahl. 
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3.  Arizona 360 Dust Storm 
Warnings 

7/20/2018 
@ 8:30pm 

00:06:50 Rain and wind storms from this year's 
monsoon have derailed trains, delayed flights 
and forced transportation officials to shut 
down roads. This week Arizona 360 learned 
more about dust-detection software 
the Arizona Department of Transportation is 
installing along a vulnerable stretch of 
Interstate 10 to prevent dust-related 
crashes. New technology will detect if high 
amounts of dust particles are in the air that 
could hamper visibility. It will automatically 
activate warnings on electronic road signs 
and lower the speed limit on variable speed 
limit signs. Cameras will allow workers at 
ADOT's traffic operations center in Phoenix 
to monitor the situation in real time. 
"We can't stop a dust storm. But what we 
can do is give you the information as a driver 
so that you can pull aside and let the dust 
storm pass," public information officer Tom 
Herrmann said. Installation of the new alert 
system is expected to finish in fall 2019. It 
coincides with ongoing construction to widen 
the interstate near Picacho Peak and build a 
new interchange at State Route 
87. Meteorologists at the National Weather 
Service in Phoenix study dust storms in the 
region. Warning-coordination 
meteorologist Ken Waters has also offered 
input on how to develop a cost-effective alert 
system like the one ADOT plans to install 
along I-10 to detect dust storms. Lorraine 
Rivera reports. 
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4.  Arizona 360 Daily Star Reports 
on UA Lawsuits 

7/27/2018 
@ 8:30pm 

00:04:10 While the University of Arizona prepares to 
roll out its strategic plan, investigations into 
alleged misconduct are ongoing. Few are 
covering the developments as closely as 
the “Arizona Daily Star's” Caitlin Schmidt. 
More women are feeling empowered to come 
forward. The allegations of misconduct range 
from the top on down. A culture change 
needs to happen, that women are not 
silenced or mistreated. Lorraine Rivera 
reports. 

5.  Arizona Illustrated Amy’s Story 8/5/2018 
@ 6:30pm 

00:06:06 Amy Jackson is a peer support specialist at 
Epicenter in Phoenix. Her job is to treat 
mental illness early on to prevent disability 
and create another path for the patient. Amy 
shares her story of struggles with mental 
illness explaining, “I am not my diagnosis.” 
Amy is proof that independence and a 
meaningful life are possible with the right 
treatment and support. Produced by Gisela 
Telis 

6.  Arizona Illustrated Monsoon Wildlife 8/12/2018 
@ 6:30pm 

00:07:06 Summer rains nourish the desert region and 
its wildlife. Desert tortoise, millipedes, 
centipedes, scorpions, and the vingeroon all 
become active, mate and have babies during 
the wet season. It is a testament to the 
power and cycles of nature. Produced by 
Tony Paniagua 

7.  Arizona 360 Wildfires and 
Climate Change 

8/24/2018 
@ 8:30pm 

00:05:49 UA professors Michael Crimmins and Donald 
Falk, experts in the areas of climatology and 
wildfire behavior, discuss the role of climate 
change in wildfires. Both discuss how it has 
affected unprecedented wildfires in California 
and could determine future wildfire behavior 
in Arizona. Lorraine Rivera reports. 
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8.  Arizona 360 New Trade Deal 8/31/2018 
@ 8:30pm 

00:05:14 Arizona 360 invited UA’s James E. Rogers 
College of Law professor David Gantz to 
discuss the new trade deal with Mexico. As 
an expert in international economic law, 
Gantz provides a complete understanding of 
the current situation and possible impact on 
Arizona. “I think the most significant impact 
for Arizona was what was not changed,” 
explained Gantz. “From what I have seen, 
there are no changes that would disrupt the 
enormous flow of Mexican fruits and 
vegetables across the Nogales border, where 
we have of course huge transportation 
services, processing, and other major 
industries. This would be terribly disrupted if 
this were changed in a new NAFTA, so that I 
think is a great relief for Arizona.” 
Gantz also discusses how the Trump 
administration is trying to deal with key 
issues, such as the sunset clause termination 
and the rules that govern the North 
American auto and auto-parts industries. 
Lorraine Rivera reports. 
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9.  Arizona Illustrated  Exploring the Pain 
of Violence and 
Abuse Through Art 

9/9/2018 
@ 6:30pm 

00:08:28 Relationship abuse, sexual harassment, 
violence and trauma combine to have a long-
lasting impact on the hearts, minds, bodies 
and memory of the people that experience 
them. It is all too common and often hidden 
from sight. When victims come forward they 
are often shamed, not believed, making it 
difficult to speak up. Artist Kate Meyer has 
made it her work to bring the hidden into 
view, exploring this topic in her own unique 
and creative way. Using her own body, paint, 
sculpture, thread and space, she explores 
safety and the path to true wellness and 
health. Produced by Gisela Telis. 

10.  Arizona 360 Saving for College 9/14/2018 
@ 8:30pm 

00:06:29 As the new school year begins, many 
prospective college students and their 
families are already finalizing forms for 
financial aid. Some families may find 
themselves in situations where they dip into 
their retirement savings to cover tuition. 
Certified financial planner Mary Ahearn first 
noticed that trend in 2008, during the 
economy downturn. She shared some of the 
advice she now gives families to help them 
get ahead. Student loan debt in the United 
States totals more than $1.4 trillion dollars, 
according to federal data. At a career fair at 
the University of Arizona, Arizona 360 heard 
from students about how much they owe in 
loans. In their own words, they explained 
why they think it's worth it. Lorraine Rivera 
reports.  
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11.  Arizona Illustrated 502 Monsoon 
Mushrooms 

9/16/2018 
@ 6:30pm 

00:08:05 After the monsoons Mount Lemmon grows 
one of the largest and most prolific fungi 
populations in the world. The monsoons 
rejuvenate the soil bringing this new life to 
Mt. Lemmon. We join the Tucson Mushroom 
Club on the hunt during this short-term 
period of explosive mushroom growth. 
Mushrooms serve a vital function in the 
forest by recycling plant matter. They have 
medicinal properties and can be good to eat, 
but take caution to have only an expert 
identify them. Produced by Tony Paniagua  

12 Arizona 360 Social Media Could 
Draw Young Voters 
to the Polls 
 

9/21/2018 
@ 8:30pm 

00:03:09 While television and radio remain the most 
prominent platforms for political 
advertisements, more of those messages are 
reaching audiences on social media. 
Assistant professor Dam Hee Kim specializes 
in social media engagement at the University 
of Arizona Department of Communication. 
She explained how campaigns can effectively 
reach supporters online and how interactions 
on social media could encourage younger 
voters to go to the polls. Lorraine Rivera 
reports 

 


